
Chairman’s Report for 2011/12 

Membership is the life blood of the Group and our new online membership form 

makes joining and renewing easy. Visits have been made to almost all new 

members although several who joined late in 2011 have been promised spring 

visits this year and we have carried out surveys and given advice where wanted. 

Funding applications were made during the year to the Countryside Council for 

Wales (CCW) and to Environment Wales. We were successful in both these 

applications. CCW enabled us, among other things, to buy a second hand baler 

and the grant also funded wildflower seed collection, our Open Day publicity and 

autumn meeting costs.  Environment Wales gave us almost £1000 for travel costs 

involved in survey work and for a bilingual report of our surveys on members’ 

land.  During the late summer Glynis Laws, Maggie Biss, Sheelagh Kerry and I have 

carried out surveys and entered all these as well as more historical data dating 

back as far as 2003 onto a database. Analysis of these data formed the basis for 

the Environment Wales report, a copy of which will be placed on the website in 

due course. Highlights of the surveys are coming across unknown gems – species-

rich meadows and pastures. At least seven sites surveyed this year have met the 

criteria for Local Wildlife Site designation. Owners of Local Wildlife Sites are 

eligible for funding under the Natural Assets project (more on this later). We are 

also grateful to Keep Wales Tidy and Tom Ward-Jackson as through that 

organisation we receive free insurance cover for members at meetings or at work 

tasks. 

We have held work tasks during the year but unfortunately details of tasks this 

autumn sent out by email, disappeared into the ether. Volunteers have however, 

continued to clear brambles and scrub around various grasslands with our CCW-

funded Trakmaster machine including at members’ fields at Penallt, Trellech, 

Whitebrook, Botany Bay, Abergavenny and Craig y Dorth. If you need brambles 

mown please let us know although work should only be carried out later in the 

season as many birds such as Long-tailed Tits are already nesting. Bill Howard 

organised for several members’ fields to be cut for hay and he, Martin Fenn-Smith 

and Lindsay Tyler put in many hours cutting grass, tedding it and baling it. 



Unfortunately the weather was against us yet again in July and August and they 

failed to produce many fully dried hay bales. Our sprayer and Asulox were used at 

several sites too to control bracken. Wildflower seed was distributed to many 

members to enhance their grasslands. 

PONT, the Welsh Grazing Project, as I have previously reported, generously 

provided £900 in 2010/11 towards the costs of keeping our two Exmoor Ponies, 

of ensuring fields are stock-proof  and of transporting the ponies from site to site 

in a horse-box. Through PONT, Welsh Mountain Ponies were found to graze three 

members’ sites in the autumn/winter of 2011/12 as our own Exmoor Ponies 

whislt continuing to work for conservation grazing, cannot be everywhere. We 

were pleased to be able to help the Shirenewton and Mynyddbach Fields 

Association SAMFAL over the winter 2010/2011 months by loaning them the 

Exmoors for almost 10 weeks but this autumn/winter they have had PONT ponies. 

The Exmoor Ponies in 2011/12 grazed  pastures on Far Hill, Trellech, at two sites 

in the Whitebrook Valley, in The Narth, at Llanvapley and elsewhere. As usual 

Alan and Steph Poulter used their own horse-box to transport the ponies 

wherever they were needed so many thanks to them. It can take surprisingly long 

to catch one of the ponies up. 

Our Open Day on June 12th was unfortunately one of the wettest days in the 

summer and apart from a hardy handful of members who visited the five ‘open’ 

sites the day was sadly a wash-out. Maggie Biss and Glynis Laws organised and 

manned an MMG stand at the Open Day at Dingestow Court in August organised 

by GWT and this proved well worthwhile. 

The Autumn meeting held at The Priory, Monmouth was a great success with 

good attendance and excellent talks by three of our members following an 

introductory talk by Gemma Bode of the Gwent Wildlife Trust. Andy Pullen 

covered his and Justine’s experiences in owning and managing small fields in the 

Angidy valley at Tintern; Alison Broughton talked about the history and current 

activities at the Shirenewton & Mynddbach fields and Sheelagh Kerry outlined the 

work she and Peter have carried out on a small hill farm at Bettws to enhance 

biodiversity. Chris Parsons also briefly talked of his wonderful hay meadows and 



orchard at Flaxley in the Forest of Dean and his wish to set up a similar group in 

the Forest. Glynis Laws and I then hosted a visit by Chris and Mr and Mrs Derek 

Fost to some MMG members’ fields in July. In January of this year Maggie Biss and 

I attended the inaugural meeting of the new Dean Group attended by about 130 

interested people. 

As well as encouraging the fledgling Dean Group, we have attended many other 

meetings - in Cwmbran aimed at the restoration of hay meadows at Llanyrafon, in 

Usk at Monmouthshire County Council’s Biodiversity Partnership meetings, at 

Dingestow with GWT, CCW and MCC over designation of further Local Wildlife 

Sites (Local Wildlife Sites Panel) and over grant applications through the Natural 

Assets Project. At the time of writing at least seven of our members who have 

Local Wildlife Sites have benefitted from this latest grant scheme with awards of 

up to £2,000 for such capital projects as fencing and hedge-laying.  

Maggie Biss and I went to Oxford to see some very interesting work being carried 

out on floodplain hay meadows – looking at the effect of aftermath grazing by 

cattle and sheep and no grazing on the flora and invertebrates. Talks about MMG 

were given to the Narth Gardening Club, to the SEWBReC annual seminar at 

Cwmbran and to Grosmont Gardening Club and I sat on a garden panel at the 

Monmouth Women’s festival and spoke on mini-meadows in gardens.  

We are very grateful to Marilyn Dunkelman who offered to take on the website 

from Jerry Kavanagh during the year. She has spent a lot of time revamping it and 

updating it. Thanks too to Jerry for setting it up initially. Maggie Biss has produced 

two excellent and informative newsletters in 2011 – another one is underway. We 

were delighted to be presented with a cheque and framed certificate at ‘A Gwent 

Association of Voluntary Organisations’ award evening in Usk when MMG won 

the Greenweb Environment Award for groups in 2011. 

I have mentioned many members of the committee already who have 

contributed to the Group during the year – Maggie Biss, Glynis Laws, Steph & Alan 

Poulter, Bill Howard - and must also add Alison Broughton of SAMFAL, Pam Lloyd, 

our membership secretary for her hard work and Ann Robinson, our publicity 

officer who has sent out numerous press releases to numerous papers and 



magazines. Thanks to them all and also to Gemma  Bode and Rebecca Price of 

Gwent Wildlife Trust for their support. 

Last but not least we have I hope organised an interesting series of meetings 

during the spring and summer when you have the opportunity to visit other 

members’ fields, take part in plant identification courses and count Green-veined 

Orchids. 

Stephanie Tyler 

  


